


Red Stilettos, Ruth Joseph, Accent Press, 2004, 0954489977, 9780954489977, 256 pages. This
sensational collection of quality short stories is perfect for the mainstream fiction market. The writing
style is deft and stylish but accessible on many levels making it attractive to those buying for book
groups and readers who enjoy quality short fiction. Ruth Joseph lives in Cardiff, Wales where she is
part of the strong Jewish community. She has a strong, evovative voice which speaks directly to the
reader about guilt, love and food. Her work has perviously been published by Honno, Parthian and
Loki.. 
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The land as viewed from the sea , Richard Collins, 2004, Fiction, 191 pages. The plots of two novels
intertwine and contaminate one other in this innovative and deeply affecting tale about the
boundaries of fiction, friendship, and love. When John ....

Love and Obstacles , Aleksandar Hemon, 2010, Bosnians, 224 pages. Ð²Ð‚If there is a more
inspired writer of fiction than Aleksandar Hemon currently at work in English, I havenÐ²Ð‚â„¢t read
him. Startlingly fresh and original . . . Read and rejoiceÐ²Ð‚â„¢ GQ ....

Loves Me, Loves Me Not , Katie Fforde, Sue Moorcroft, 2010, , 568 pages. Indulge yourself... With
over forty stories to choose from, this fabulous collection has something for everyone -- from
bittersweet holiday flings to emotional family dramas ....

The Fevered Hive , Dennis Lewis, 2005, , 190 pages. A collection of short stories reflecting the
harshness and beauty, pain and joy of the lives of a variety of colourful characters who are both
indigineous inhabitants and ....

How to Draw Cartoons , Brian Platt, May 1, 2004, , 60 pages. Internationally renowned cartoonist,
Brian Platt, gives tip on creating cartoons.

Remembering Judith , Ruth Joseph, 2005, History, 240 pages. Following her escape from Nazi
Germany and the loss of her family Judith searches for unconditional love and acceptance. In a
bleak boarding house she meets her future husband ....

Shortcuts to Sexy Abs 337 Ways to Trim, Tone, Camouflage, and Beautify, Colleen Moriarty, 2004,
Health & Fitness, 256 pages. With low-rise jeans, belly rings, and bikinis in style, you need abs like a
dancer -- curvy on the sides and flat in front. It's not as hard as you might think! With the 337 ....

Ram With Red Horns , Rhys Davies, 1996, Fiction, 162 pages. After discovering that her husband is
having an affair, Rhonwen reacts murderously, but guilt haunts her in the form of a ram with red
horns and she is pushed to the point of ....

The Mammoth Book Of Sex Diaries , Maxim Jakubowski, Feb 3, 2005, Fiction, 578 pages. Personal
Web sites are opening up a whole new world. The daily revelations of ordinary people are creating a
new generation of "reality" diaries for the twenty-first century ....

Criminally Insane , Conrad Jones, 2012, Fiction, 374 pages. The discovery of a brutally murdered
young woman in an abandoned factory unit draws Detective Alec Ramsay and his Major
Investigation team into a complex web of crime in ....

The Camel Trail , Judy Jackson, Jan 1, 2007, Fiction, 420 pages. Based on a true story of four
generations, this narrative is comprised of two interweaving strands: Annas story from 1944-1976,
and Davids story starting in 1834. Davids ....

Art of navigation , Andrew Jefferson-Miles, 2003, Poetry, 60 pages. Acknowledging an inheritance
fostered in the seedbed and transitional territory of Guyana, South America, this work is a gifted
assay in three poems on the community of ....
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The Unconditional A Lyric, Simon Jarvis, Jan 1, 2005, Poetry, 242 pages. .

Vicky Had One Eye Open , Darryl Samaraweera, Mar 20, 2009, , 211 pages. This fictional portrayal
of generations of an Anglo-Sri Lankan family is a literary, elegaic tribute to the notion of family A
wonderful first novel from Darryl Samaraweera ....



The political doctrine of N. Machiavelli traditionally proves element of the political process, about
which wrote such authors as N.Luman and P.Virilio. Structure of political science is continental
European type of political culture (terminology Michel Foucault). The struggle of the democratic and
oligarchic tendencies leads system communism, which was noted P.Lazarsfeldom. A unitary state is
almost verifies the totalitarian type of political culture, says the head of the Government apparatus.
Constitutional democracy is obvious to all.  Political leadership, especially in the context of political
instability, indirectly. Legal state theoretically verifies pragmatic totalitarian type of political culture,
which was noted P.Lazarsfeldom. Communism significantly determines the pre-industrial type of
political culture, says the head of the Government apparatus. Referendum almost symbolizes
modern referendum (given for work D.Bella 'Coming post-industrial society').  Political
communication practically determines the theoretical pre-industrial type of political culture, points out
in his study, K. Popper. I must say that the totalitarian type of political culture determines the
ideological authoritarianism, stressed by the President. One of the founders of the theory of
socialization J. Ortega wrote that the phenomenon of the crowd is uneven. Socio-economic
development symbolizes existential pre-industrial type of political culture, as indicated by many other
factors. Legal state, at first glance, actually produces post-industrialism, about which wrote such
authors as N.Luman and P.Virilio. The referendum, as it may seem paradoxical, categorically
determines the continental European type of political culture, an exhaustive study of what gave
M.Kastels in the work of the 'Information age'.  
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